För bästa hisslösningen

Comfortable access
PRODUCT GUIDE TO THE KALEA A4 PLATFORM & CABIN LIFT SERIES

Accessibility solutions for private, public and commercial buildings

• Versatile & adaptable design
• Fast & easy installation
• Low-maintenance drive system
• Eco-friendly technology

Kalea lift solutions
Kalea Lifts offers you a wide range of elegant lift solutions that will blend in seamlessly with the architecture of
any building. Regardless of lift size, model and choice of finish, our lifts are designed for minimal structural and
environmental impact.
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The unique Kalea quality

I know from experience that a lift from Kalea
can add comfort and elegance to any building,
and this for a fraction of the cost of a traditional lift.
Our versatile design adapts well to different
architectural styles. Our lifts are space-efficient, cost-efficient and easy to install. The
technology we use is kind to the environment.
A Kalea lift is a good choice.
Anna Melin
Sales Executive, Sweden

kalealifts.com
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PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT - CHURCH
Placed inside an impressive granite shaft, this
Kalea A4 Mille blends in perfectly with the
natural rock beneath the chapel.
Every detail of this project was carefully
planned to suit the unique setting. The lift is
fitted with customized door canopies and a
beautiful glass roof. Mainly used for passenger
transport, the lift is large enough to transport
The Kalea A4 Mille. Standard load: 1000kg
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coffins at funerals.

kalealifts.com

PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT - UNIVERSITY

This Kalea A4 Primo is installed at the split-level entrance of a university building. The
architect chose this lift model because of the
low pit, small footprint and elegant design.
The light grey colour of the lift creates a visual
contrast to the elegant walls of polished dark
stone, while the gate on the top floor preserves the openness of the space.

The Kalea A4 Primo. Standard load: 400kg

kalealifts.com
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RESTAURANT & HOTEL

The gate on the top floor keeps the space open and airy
and the customized door handles tie in with the wooden floors.

The Kalea A4 Primo. Standard load: 400kg

Perfect harmony

This Kalea A4 Primo blends in perfectly with the rustic interior

of this combined restaurant/hotel. The lift was delivered in our standard white RAL, then decorated with this
wood finish on site. In fact, the lift installation took less time than the decoration!
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RESIDENTIAL
The Kalea A4 Mini. Standard load: 300kg

Comfort at home The A4 Mini is compact enough to fit in the smallest of
spaces, yet big enough to make a world of difference. Imagine your home without stairs, a home
where all floors are accessible at the push of a button. The A4 Mini can make this happen. Contact
your Kalea dealer for advice and we will help you design the home lift of your dreams.

kalealifts.com
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SHOPPING CENTRE & BOUTIQUE

This A4 Primo is installed inside an elegant, customized steel structure and placed in the small
space right next to the escalator. The platform is fitted with a high lateral wall featuring an elegant
mirror and a LED lit canopy.

The Kalea A4 Primo. High Back. Standard load: 400kg
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Affordable luxury

The Kalea A4 Cabina GL. Standard load: 630kg

The Kalea A4 Cabina GL is delivered with a
ready-made shaft, making this luxury cabin lift
surprisingly affordable. For this boutique, the
lift was built in and framed with elegant,
polished stone.

kalealifts.com
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OFFICE ENTRANCE
The Kalea A4 Mille. Standard load: Up to 1000kg

This office building needed an affordable largecapacity lift that could transport passengers and
goods to cater for the needs of their tenants.
The Kalea A4 Mille was the perfect choice.
Large and powerful enough to take 1000 kg,
this lift was installed, without major
construction work, in less than a week.
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RETAIL AND SHOPPING AREA
The Kalea A4 Mille. Standard load: Up to 1000kg

A powerful & versatile lift The Kalea A4 Mille is a large,
powerful and versatile lift. The lift can transport heavy merchandise, 8-10 people or even stretchers
and hospital beds.
The low pit, reduced top height and ready-made shaft make lift installation fast and easy.
This means that you can get a Kalea A4 Mille for a much lower price than any conventional
lift of equivalent capacity.

kalealifts.com
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STANDARD COLOR COLLECTION

Lift car color: RAL 9016,
Standard black floor.

KALEA CABIN LIFT SOLUTIONS

STANDARD COLOR COLLECTION

Design examples

Lift car color: Stainless steel.
Grey floor in vinyl

Lift car color: RAL 5024,
Grey floor in vinyl

Lift car color: ANODIC BRONZE
Floor in vinyl (oak wood)
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Affordable comfort

The Kalea A4 Cabina. Standard load: 400kg

The smart choice

The Kalea A4 Cabina is designed to be placed in a

site-built shaft. All you need is one supporting wall, our space-efficient construction makes
installation fast and easy. Create your own lift design with different colors and materials. The Kalea
A4 Cabina provides you with the full comfort of a cabin lift at a very affordable price.

kalealifts.com
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Options for your comfort

Level indicator

Tinted glass

4”display and voice announcement

Add color with tinted glass

LED light

Shaft panels

Call buttons

Lights with long range and brightness

Choose between steel or glass

Square or circle-shaped buttons

Locking systems

Door alternatives

Limit the access to your lift

In steel, aluminium or fire rated
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RAL 9006 SILVER (STD)

RAL 9016 TRAFFIC WHITE (STD)

RAL 7021 BLACK/GREY SELECTED

Style with color, glass and floor

RAL 3013 TOMATO RED SELECTED

Choose between our standard, selected or premium colors to make your lift blend in
or create a bold contrast. Or use glass to add a touch of color! We offer you a wide
range tinted safety glass for the lift shaft and doors. We also provide a great choice
of different floor styles in durable, anti-slip treated vinyl or aluminium. Another

RAL 7012 BASALT GREY SELECTED

possibility is to customize your floor with laminate or tiles.

RAL 6013 REED GREEN, SELECTED

Stone - Surestep - A design similar to stone

Wood - Surestep - Emulates natural wood
RAL 5024 PREMIUM

Safestep - For demanding environments.

Standard black floor

Surestep collection

ANODIC CHAMPAGNE PREMIUM

ANODIC GOLD PREMIUM

Clear glass - Std

Arctic snow

Light Fume Brown

Dark Fume Brown

VINTAGE QUARTZ 1 PREMIUM

Polar White

kalealifts.com

Light Fume Grey

Dark Fume Grey

ANODIC BRONZE PREMIUM
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Smart and modular concept
Kalea provides you with high-quality, prefabricated lifts with an attractive and affordable design.
All platform lifts from Kalea include a
ready-made lift shaft of steel or glass.
Our 300-500 kg platform lifts can even be
delivered with a fully glazed, panoramic
shaft, with is quite unique.
A fully glazed shaft is not only beautiful. It
also makes the most of the space and the
light. Doors with panoramic glazing complement the lift shaft to perfection.
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PERSONAL

│

PROFFESIONAL

│

PROGRESSIVE

Kalea platform lifts are very safe. All our platform
lifts are equipped with safety edges, battery emergency lowering and emergency phone as well as
buttons for emergency stop and sound alarm.

Thanks to our high-quality, ready-made concept,
Kalea platform lifts are an attractive and affordable alternative to conventional lifts.

kalealifts.com

STEP BY STEP FROM ORDER TO INSTALLATION

Help and support
When you buy a lift from Kalea, you spend your money on
high-quality equipment, much less on construction work and
installation. We will follow you every step of the way from
order to installation. This is our 1-2-3 system:
Step 1: You will get personal advice for your specific project.
Step 2: Fast delivery and installation by your Kalea dealer.
Step 3: Service provided by your certified Kalea dealer.

Quality installation
Your Kalea dealer can visit the installation site to find the best lift
solution for you. The lift is custom-made, so you can rest assured
that it will fit. You do not need to make any major structural
alterations. Your lift can be installed in as little as 2-3 days and
then you have a lift that you can enjoy for many years.

Day 1 - Installation

A service contract will
extend the life-cycle of

First day - The bottom frame, guides and platform are installed.

your lift and reduce the

Your platform lift can be installed with or without a lift pit.

risk of reparation work.

Day 2 - Installation
Second day - The doors, shaft and platform cladding are installed, all electrics are plug & play and easy to connect.

Day 3 - Installation
Third day - The finishing touches are applied and all functions
of the lift are tested. Your lift is now ready to use.

Service
Our screw-driven technology is simple and robust and our lifts
are low-maintenance. Nevertheless, it is important to keep your
lift in good order. Therefore, we always recommend that you sign
a service contract with your Kalea dealer.

kalealifts.com
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Technical information - platform lifts
Kalea A4 Mille

Kalea A4 Primo

Kalea A4 Mini

Large size platform lift - low back

Platform lift - low back

Small size platform lift

Platform sizes (wxd)

Rated load

Platform sizes(wxd)

Rated load

Platform sizes (wxd)

Rated load

1105 x 2180
1405 x 1980
1405 x 2480

1000 kg
1000 kg
1000 kg

800 x 1217
900 x 1467
1000 x 1267
1000 x 1467
1100 x 1367
1100 x 1467
1000 x 1597

400-500 kg
400-500 kg
400-500 kg
400-500 kg
400-500 kg
400-500 kg
500 kg

800 x 830
1000 x 830
1000 x 930
1100 x 930

300 kg
300 kg
300 kg
300 kg

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

A4 Mille, A4 Primo, A4 Mini

Lift location

Indoors / Outdoors*

Rated load kg

300 - 1000 kg

Rated speed (m/sec)

Max 0.15

Travel height

Up to 13 m

Min.headroom at top landing

2250/1100 mm

Pit depth without ramp

50 mm or 130** mm

Maximum number of stops

6 stops

Doors and gates

Single hinged

Door clear opening (wxd)

700-1300x1800-2300 mm

Gate clear opening (wxd)

700-900x1100 mm

Drive system

Screw and nut, with safety nut

Control system

Micro computer based system

Standard power supply

400 VAC 3-phase 50/60 Hz 16 A***

Motor power

2.2 KW/4.0** KW

Manufactured in

Sweden

ACCESS CONFIGURATIONS

1. Single entry

2. Adjacent

* Outdoor available for Kalea A4 Primo,
platform sizes 1000x1467 and
1100x1467 mm.
**For Kalea A4 Mille.
***1x230 VAC and 3x230 VAC available as
options for A4 Primo and A4 Mini,
3x230 VAC for A4 Mille.

3. Open-through

DRAWINGS
FOR DOWNLOAD
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STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATES
Type Certificate
Green Label/Energy Certificate:
A with direct start
B with soft start

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION
Kalea Lifts offers a great choice of lift
sizes, door models, finishes and
accessories so that you can adapt the
lift configuration to fit your project.

kalealifts.com

Technical information - cabin lifts
Kalea A4 Cabina GL

Kalea A4 Cabina

Kalea A4 Cabina S

Cabin lift de Luxe - including shaft

Cabin lift without prefabricated shaft

Cabin lift - including shaft

Cabin size (wxd) mm

Rated load

Cabin size (wxd) mm

Rated load

Cabin size (wxd) mm

Rated load

1100x1400x2200

630 kg

1100x1400x2200

400 kg

1100x1400x2200

400 kg

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

A4 Cabina GL, A4 Cabina, A4 Cabina S

Lift location

Indoors

Rated load kg

400 or 630* kg

Rated speed (m/sec)

Max 0.15

Travel height

Up to 13 m

Min.headroom at top landing

2700 mm (A4 Cabina S: 2500 mm)

Pit depth without ramp

70 mm or 100* mm

Maximum number of stops

6 stops

Landing doors

Sliding doors/swing doors**

Landing door clear opening (wxd)

900x2000 mm

Cabin door

Sliding door / folding door**

Drive system

Screw and nut, with safety nut

Control system

Micro computer based system

Standard power supply

400 VAC 3-phase 50/60 Hz 16 A***

Motor power

4.0 KW

Manufactured in

Sweden

*A4 Cabina GL
**A4 Cabina S
***230 VAC 3-phase available
as an option

DRAWINGS
FOR DOWNLOAD

STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATES
Type Certificate

FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION
Single entry and Open-through are the
alternatives for access to cabin lifts
from Kalea.
We offer a great choice of lift sizes,
door models, finishes and accessories
so that you can adapt the lift configuration to fit your project.

kalealifts.com
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Kalea has been in the lift business since
1921 and the brand was created as early
as 1898. If you are looking to buy a lift,
look no further. Our screw-driven lifts are
known for their attractive design, high
quality and modular construction,
a smart and affordable alternative
to conventional lifts.

create

YOUR STYLE

Kalea Lifts offers versatile lift solutions for all kinds of settings: public, commercial and private.

All Kalea lift models carry the CE mark and go through extensive testing and quality checks before leaving our factory. Our lifts are Certified
products that comply with European quality standards, Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC and EN 81-41. This product information is general
and we reserve the right to modify product design and specifications. Minor deviations in color reproduction can occur.

Kalea Lifts Utmarksvägen 13, 802 91 Gävle Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)26 17 14 00, info@kalea.se www.kalealifts.se
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